
BTG presents: Bonanza Falls
Big Time Gaming’s world-renowned Bonanza has taken on a whole new feature in Bonanza Falls!

The iconic MegawaysTM mechanic offers 117,649 ways to win for an unparalleled gaming experience. 
Brace yourself for the ultimate thrill during Free Spins, as Bonanza Falls unveils its brand new 
MegadozerTM mechanic. Witness the gleaming gold Bonus Coins poised in the dozer, eagerly 
waiting to cascade onto the reels and unveil their incredible surprises. 

What hidden wonders do the Bonus Coins hold? Uncover Wilds with multipliers of up to x5, watch 
as repeating symbols are added to the reels creating up to a x10 multiplier for each individual 
symbol, enjoy additional Free Spins, or witness the Free Spins win multiplier surge to new heights!

Experience Win ExchangeTM, where big wins can be transformed into even more Free Spins, 
ensuring the action never ceases. With Bonus Buy, you can dive straight into the heart-pounding 
Free Spins action, skipping the wait and unlocking boundless possibilities.

Fall into the pinnacle of gaming excitement with Bonanza Falls and its revolutionary Coin Dozer!

HIGHLIGHTS
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• Iconic Megaways™ mechanic.
• Megadozer™ Free Spins with brand new coin dozer feature.
• Bonus Coins with a variety of rewards.
• Win Exchange™ to turn big wins into Free Spins.
• Bonus Buy to purchase Free Spins

Min Stake €/£/$ 0.20

Max Stake €/£/$ 2.60 (Max Exposure 250,000), 5 (Max Exposure 500,000) or 10 (Max Exposure 1,000,000)

Features

Max Win

Win Ways

4 (MegawaysTM, MegadozerTM Free Spins, Win ExchangeTM, Bonus Buy)

93,540x

117,649

Reels x Rows

RTP

Volatility

6 x 7

 96.51% - 96.52%

Very High

GENERAL INFORMATION



Game ID RTPOSS IDOSS Game Type

BonanzaFalls bonanzafalls 95.35% - 95.37%bonanzafallsv195

bonanzafalls bonanzafallsv100BonanzaFalls 96.55% - 96.58%
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Unearth the precious GOLD and claim your reward of 12 Free Spins featuring the exciting new Megadozer™ mechanic. 

Discover shimmering gold Bonus Coins teetering on a knife’s edge, eagerly awaiting their descent onto the reels to unveil 

their astonishing bonuses. As these wondrous Bonus Coins cascade down, brace yourself for an array of extraordinary rewards. 

Encounter Wilds adorned with multipliers of up to x5, witness repeating symbols adding up to a staggering x10 multiplier 

for each individual symbol, indulge in additional Free Spins, and watch in awe as the Free Spins win multiplier skyrockets to 

unprecedented heights! The journey to untold riches awaits, so seize this golden opportunity and let the Megadozer™ take 

you on an exhilarating adventure like never before!

It just wouldn’t be Bonanza without the iconic 117,649 ways of Megaways™! Brace yourself for an explosive gaming experience 

as every cart adds a symbol to reels 2, 3, 4, and 5. Witness the reels come alive with the thrilling cascading reel system, letting 

them cascade in both directions for non-stop action and excitement!

DESKTOP + MOBILE

GAME FEATURES
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BTG must be used in all text marketing and communication materials alongside Bonanza Falls, and BONUS BUY. The game is responsive to 
any height and width setting; however, for best results; house the desktop version of the game in a 16:9 ratio window.

About Big Time Gaming

MegawaysTM

MegadozerTM Free Spins

Head straight to the heart of Bonanza Falls with Bonus Buy! Press the Bonus Buy icon to purchase 12 Free Spins for 100 times 

stake, catapulting you straight into the exhilarating Coin Dozer action!

For a nudge in the right direction use Win Exchange™ to turn your big wins into Free Spins! Whenever you win between 25 

and 100 times stake, you have the option to exchange the entire win for the chance to be awarded 12 Free Spins. The chance 

of winning the gamble is shown in green on a wheel. Whenever you win 100 times stake or more, you have the option to 

exchange 100 times your stake for 12 Free Spins. 

Win ExchangeTM

Bonus Buy

Download the full promo pack: HERE  

https://clientarea.evolution.com/big-time-gaming/games/bonanza-falls/

